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Abstract: This paper examines the relative contribution of regular and e-mini futures market to
price discovery of EUR/USD futures contracts on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME), using
intraday data in 2010.The relative contribution to price discovery is estimated using the information
share approach proposed by Hasbrouck and Gonzalo-Granger. Empirical findings indicate that
regular futures market contributes significantly to the price discovery, accounting for approximately
66.5% of price discovery in the EURO/USD market. This study also examines if the regular future’s
information share (IS) can be explained by the positioning of commercial and non-commercial traders.
We find a positive significant relationship between IS and both the speculative trade position and
hedgers trade position. The results support the conclusion that the IS of regular futures can be better
explained by speculators than hedgers.

Keywords: e-mini-futures; intraday; price discovery; information share; speculators; hedgers

1. Introduction

The paper analyzes how regular and e-mini futures market contributes to the price
discovery of the EUR/USD futures contracts on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME).
The dataset includes intraday data, which have been proven to be very useful in the process,
as recently demonstrated by Martinez and Tse (2018), Fassas and Siriopoulos (2019), and
Inani (2017). Since small traders are more likely to trade e-mini futures, the aim is to find
out the relative contributions of large and small traders to price discovery and how they
react to new information using the information share (IS) approach proposed by Hasbrouck
(1995), Gonzalo and Granger (1995).1

The equilibrium price in financial markets is determined by a process of price discov-
ery, based on incorporation of new information, as demonstrated by Narayana et al. (2016).
The process is particularly important in the market of currency futures, given the large
market size, and high volumes traded, as shown by Chen and Tsai (2017) among others.

Currency market is among the largest and fastest growing markets in the world, with
average daily turnover of $4 trillion in 2010, which is 20% higher than 2009 numbers. Out
of this, 37% represents an increase in the currency futures market.2 Within this market,
EUR/USD is by far the dominant pair, with a 28% share in the global currency futures
market turnover by currency pair.3

This absolute dominance over other currency pairs begs for a more detailed analysis.
The market of the Euro currency futures in Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) ranks
first out of twenty foreign exchange futures traded ranked by the number of contracts.4

A total of 85,370,148 contracts were traded in 2010, up from 53,873,989 contracts in the
previous year, with an increase of58.46%. Similarly, the number of contracts traded in
e-mini EUR/USD futures market increased from 657,689 contracts to 1,237,773 contracts,
which is an 88.20% jump.5 This is by far the highest percent volume increase on CME
and makes it one of the most tradable markets in recent years. Hence, we hypothesize
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that as compared to the e-mini futures market, the regular futures market contributes
significantly to the price discovery in the EUR/USD market. This is consistent with the
results from Crain and Lee (1995), Martens and Kofman (1998), Chatrath and Song (1998)
and Rosemberg and Traub (2007).

This paper also examines if trader type in the CME regular futures market can explain
information share (IS). The aim is to understand how different types of traders have
relative importance compared to the IS and their leadership in generating information. The
structure of the dataset, with trader types classified as commercial vs. non-commercial by
the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) allows the study of the effects of
proprietary trading by various types of traders.6 Categorizing theses traders is important
to understand the role they play in financial markets.

The interpretation of this relationship between the IS and trader type classification can
be used to determine which of the trader type (commercial and non-commercial) reflects
higher degree of private information. Representative studies by Scholes (1972) and Evans
and Lyons (2002) conclude that there is a positive correlation between order flow and
exchange rate movements. They interpret this as the traders placing the orders having
private information.7

We hypothesize that the IS of regular futures can be better explained by speculators
than hedgers. We expect to find large traders in the regular futures market have access to
better information than the small trades in the e-mini futures market. The combination
of better skills and more information is the key to the differences in the ability to find
and exploit good investment opportunities. These large investors are more likely to be
institutional investors with greater financial, technical and analytical skills and hence more
informed. A large body of literature indicates that the regular futures markets have fewer
constraints, higher advantage, lower transaction costs, and instruments that make it easy
to speculate and hedge which makes it an ideal market for informed investors.

Studies by Ates and Wang (2005), Tse and Xiang (2005), Tse et al. (2006), Tao and Song
(2010) Lakonishok and Maberly (1990), Nofsinger and Sias (1999), Barber and Odean (2000),
Chakravarty (2001), and Malmendier and Shanthikumar (2007) all analyze trader types
and suggest that small traders are mostly individual traders in the e-mini futures markets
that usually have limited capital and are relatively less informed than the large traders as
they lack the technical and analytical skills to make sound financial decisions. They find
that index futures market dominates e-mini market in price discovery.

The contribution of the paper to the existing literature is twofold. Firstly, this is
the first attempt to examine the relative contribution of the regular vs. e-mini futures
markets to price discovery of EUR/USD futures contracts. Li et al. (2020) examine price
discovery process of EUR/USD futures trade in Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) and
Intercontinental Exchange (ICE). This is also the first paper that compares regular and
e-mini contracts in the currency futures market Studies by Kurov and Lasser (2004), Ates
and Wang (2005), Tse et al. (2006) and Tao and Song (2010) analyze price discovery between
regular and e-mini index futures market, but no study has compared regular and e-mini
contracts in currency futures market.

Secondly, this is the first paper that analyzes the contribution of trader type to informa-
tion share (IS) in the currency markets. This allows for an examination of the proportionate
share of price discovery in the futures market between commercial (hedger) andnon-
commercial (speculator) traders. Studies by Klitgaard and Weir (2004) and Gorton et al.
(2012) show that either private information or trend chasing behavior is present among
speculators. More recently, they also developed good skills in technical and fundamental
analysis, although this comes at a cost (Hoffmann and Shefrin 2014). However, they do not
analyze the information shared. Related study by Schwarz (2011) analyzes the relationship
between positioning of hedgers and speculators and returns in equity future markets. The
analysis shows evidence to support private information hypothesis; revelations of specula-
tive positions are informative to investors. By analyzing the relationship between hedgers,
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speculators and information share, we attempt to determine the relative contributions of
different traders to price discovery in financial markets.

The rest of the study is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related literature
followed by Section 3 that describes data and Section 4 provides the methodologies and
results. Section 5 offers concluding remarks.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Price Discovery

Studies on currency futures by Crain and Lee (1995), Martens and Kofman (1998),
Chatrath and Song (1998) and Rosemberg and Traub (2007) examine the price leadership
between regular futures and foreign exchange (FX) spot market and conclude that the
foreign exchange futures market plays a leading role in price discovery.8 This is due to
a high level of transparency in the futures markets in comparison to the spot market as
suggested by Hasbrouck (2004). On the other hand, Poskitt (2009) and Chen and Gau
(2010) find that regular futures have lower information share than spot.9 Greppmair and
Theissen (2019) find that the introduction of e-mini contracts is beneficial as they increase
liquidity and reduces volatility in the regular contracts. Among studies that compare three
markets simultaneously in currency futures market, Tse et al. (2006) concluded that relative
contribution to price discovery in GLOBEX electronic futures dominates floor futures and
spot trading in the EUR/USD FX market and spot trading dominates futures trading in the
YEN/USD market. Floor trading futures markets contribute the least to the price discovery
for both currencies, consistent with Theissen (2002) and Hasbrouck (2003) study on stock
markets. However, Cabrera et al. (2009) conclude that EBS electronic interdealer spot
dominates GLOBEX futures and e-mini futures in price discovery for both EUR/USD and
YEN/USD exchange markets. They conclude that the leadership in spot market is due to
the large size of the interdealer spot market (EBS). Cabrera et al. (2009) also suggest that Tse
et al. (2006) find different results for the EUR/USD exchange rate because the spot platform
that they use (CMC) is likely to have uninformed traders. Fassas and Siriopoulos (2019)
finds that the micro e-mini futures contract performance very well to the price discovery
in the Greek market. Martinez and Tse (2018) find that spot foreign exchange market in
Mexico leads the future foreign exchange market in price discovery. However, Inani (2017)
finds that the futures market is more efficient than the spot market in India.

2.2. Market Microstructure

Microstructure theories usually assume that informed traders are usually insiders
who have private information about the firms. However, knowledge of specific security
may not be an important source of information in the futures markets because according
to Subrahmanyam (1991) such information is diversified. However, this does not lead
to efficient market as some traders are more efficient in interpreting publicly available
information or can react faster to the new information than other traders. Lyons (1995),
Yao (1998) and Payne (2003) all use data from foreign exchange dealers and conclude that
spreads contain information component. Hence, price discovery takes place either because
some traders are more efficient in interpreting publicly available information or because
they react faster to the new information than other traders

Webb and Smith (1994), Wang et al. (1994) and Ates and Wang (2005) all conclude that
liquidity is one of the components that determine the rate of price discovery in the foreign
exchange futures markets. This implies that traders generating liquidity in the futures
markets lead to price discovery. Klitgaard and Weir (2004) and Gorton et al. (2012) examine
publicly available data on the weekly commitments of trader’s reports published by U.S.
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) and find a strong relationship between
changes in speculators net positions and changes in exchange rates. They interpret this as
evidence of either private information or trend chasing behavior of speculators. Gorton
et al. (2012) also ran a regression of returns on speculative levels for nonfinancial firms and
interpreted the results as evidence of trend chasing behavior.
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3. Methodology
3.1. Information Share Approach

Following the approach of Hasbrouck (1995), this paper estimates the information
share (IS)10 measure based on the vector error correction model (VECM) developed by
Engle and Granger (1987). Time series of mid-quotes for EURO/USD futures and e-mini
traded on CME are generated over the sample period in 2010. We extract the most actively
traded nearest-to-maturity contract for each month. Five days prior to its expiration the
next-maturity contract is selected in the sample. The quotes must be two-sided, with a
positive value of bid-ask spread.

We form time series of the futures’mid-quotes from 17:00 CST to 16:00 CST next day
during the period of January 2010 to December 2010. Midquote returns are calculated
fromthetimeseriesoftheprevailingfuturesmid-quotesampledatone-second and weekly sam-
pling interval. The unit root test for stationarity of mid-quote series is performed. We
use Johansen (1988) method to check whether the regular and e-mini futures on CME are
co-integrated. The vector error correction model (VECM) is defined as:

∆Preg,t = αreg,o + γreg
(

Preg,t−1 + βeminiPemini,t−1
)
+

Q

∑
q=1

δq∆Preg,t−q +
Q

∑
q=1

ηq∆Pemini,t−q + εreg,t

∆Pemini,t = αemini,o + γemini
(

Preg,t−1 + βeminiPemini,t−1
)
+

Q

∑
q=1

δq∆Pemini,t−q +
Q

∑
q=1

ηq∆Preg,t−q + εemini,t

where
∆Preg,t are the first log difference of the futures mid-quotes for regular futures.
∆Pemini,t are the first log difference of the futures mid-quotes for e-mini futures.
βemini is the co-integrated vector between the two markets such that βregPreg,t−1 +

βeminiPemini,t−1 is co-integrated of order 1.
Q is the number of lags in the model based on multivariate Schwarz Bayesian criterion

(Schwarz 1978).
The coefficients of the error correction term γreg and γemini (adjustment coefficients)

indicate the responsiveness of the mid-quote series to any deviation from the equilibrium
relationship. εreg,t. In addition, εemini,t are the residuals that are not autocorrelated.

Hasbrouck (1995) defines the information share of one market as the proportion of the
variance of price innovation attributed to the variance of the innovation in the market of
interest. The contribution of one market to the price discovery process (i.e., share in price
discovery) is defined as:

IS =
γ2

regσ2
reg

γ2
regσ2

reg + γ2
eminiσ

2
emini

where the innovations are not correlated; σ2
reg and σ2

emini are estimated from the residual
covariance matrix of the VECM and as:

ISUB =

(
γeminiσreg − γreg

σCI
σreg

)2

γ2
regσ2

emini − 2γregγeminiσCI + γ2
eminiσ

2
reg

ISLB =

γ2
emini

(
σ2

reg −
σ2

CI
σ2

emini

)2

γ2
regσ2

emini − 2γregγeminiσCI + γ2
eminiσ

2
reg

where
γemini is defined as the common factor component of e-mini futures.
γreg is defined as the common factor component of regular futures, respectively.
σreg is the standard deviation of regular futures.
σ2

emini is the variance of e-mini futures.
σCI is the Cholesky factorization value.
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It is important to specify that the innovations are correlated and Subscripts UB and LB
denote upper and lower bounds, respectively. According to Baillie et al. (2002), the mean
of the upper and lower bounds is a reasonable estimate of a market’s information share. A
higher value of IS indicates a larger contribution from the regular contracts.

Data are analyzed for the presence of unit roots. We use the standard augmented
Dickey-Fuller unit root test to confirm that we cannot reject the null hypothesis of a unit
root for the regular and e-mini futures price series. The Johansen (1991) cointegration tests
show that the regular and e-mini futures prices are cointegrated and hence share a common
stochastic trend.

A regression model, similar to one used by Klitgaard and Weir (2004) and Schwarz
(2011), is used to analyze how the positioning could affect contribution to price discovery.

ln
(

ISk
1− ISk

)
= c + β1 ln(NonCom) + β2 ln(Com) + β3 ln(NonRep) + ε

where
ISk denotes the information share of the regular futures market calculated using the

weekly sampling interval k on every Tuesday.
c is a constant.
ln(NonCom) is the logarithm of the open positioning data for non-commercial traders,
ln(Com) is the logarithm of the open position for commercial traders.
ln(NonRep) is the logarithm of the open positioning data for non-reportable (small)

traders.
The IS is constrained to the interval [0, 1]. We use log transformation of IS =

ln
(

ISk
1−ISk

)
.

3.2. Common Factor Component Weight Approach

Let pt be a (nx1) vector of I(1) non-stationary, correlated with h = n− 1 correlating
factors, price series for the same underlying security in n markets. The measure of Var(P)
with cointegrating variables (error correction form) can be written following the Granger
representation theorem, as in Cabrera et al. (2009).

∆pt = Bz∗t−1 + s1∆pt−1 + s2∆pt−2 + . . . + sp−1∆pt−p+1 + εt

Following Stock and Watson (1988), it is then possible to decompose the price vector
into a permanent and transitory component. Gonzalo and Granger (1995) show an alterna-
tive decomposition of pt where the permanent component being a function of the values
pt. The vector of price pt is decomposed as follows:

pt = F1 ft + F2τt

where ft is the common long-memory component and τt is the stationary component. Two
conditions are imposed: first, ft is an exact linear function of the current values of pt, and
second, the transitory component τt has no permanent effect on pt. The assumptions make
the identification of the common factor, and the observation of the common efficient price
ft possible. The permanent component of the vector of prices pt in the Gonzalo Granger
approach is defined a linear combination of the current values of the price vector, where
linear combination is given by the structure of the A. Given the nature of the Gonzalo
Granger decomposition and the following result:

ft = A′pt

the A matrix becomes a natural measure of the contribution to price discovery of market i.
The higher the weight, the larger the contribution of the market to information.
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4. Data

The analysis is based on three different categories of data, namely intraday tic GLOBEX
EUR/USD futures data, e-mini futures data from CME and net positions of different types
of traders from CFTC which are reported weekly. The sample period is from January 2010 to
December 2010, (252 trading days). Martinez and Tse (2019) find a significant improvement
in the market quality for Mexican peso contracts when the Chicago Mercantile Exchange
(CME) reduced the tic size.

4.1. Futures Market Data

Regular futures market data are EURO/USD futures traded on Chicago Mercantile
Exchange (CME). More specifically, we use the best bid or offer (BBO) one-second intraday
data. The EURO/USD futures contract traded on CME has a contract size of €125,000
with a minimum price fluctuation of $0.00005 per euro increments ($6.25/contract). The
electronic trading runs on the CME GLOBEX trading platform, from Sundays to Fridays,
17:00 CST to 16:00 CST (Central Standard Time). Trading closes at 16:00 CST on Fridays
and opens on Sundays at 17:00 CST.

Trading on CME e-mini euro futures started in 1999 on CME GLOBEX. E-mini futures
contracts are more affordable as their size is half compared to the size of the regular futures
contracts. This is particularly convenient for traders with small margin accounts. The
e-mini futures market dataset is the EURO/USD futures traded on Chicago Mercantile
Exchange. The EURO/USD futures contract trade on CME, with contract size of €62,500
and a minimum price fluctuation of $0.0001 per euro increments ($6.25/contract). The
trading time is the same as that of regular EUR/USD futures.

Data for CME include (filtered) 17,123,819 observations, while that for e-mini include
11,854,327 observations. Following Hasbrouck (1995) approach to the trading price cal-
culation, quotes are calculated as the average of bid-ask quoted prices. Table 1 reports
summary statistics of log of average bid-ask price quotes of EUR/USD traded on CME for
the regular and e-mini futures markets.

Table 1 reports summary statistics of log of average bid-ask price quotes of EUR/USD
traded on CME for the regular and e-mini futures markets. Panel A of Table 1 reports
summary statistics of one-second futures mid-quotes of EUR/USD traded on CME for
Regular and e-mini futures markets. Panel B reports correlation coefficient between regular
and e-mini futures data.

Table 1. Summary statistics.

Panel A

EUR/USD Regular Futures E-mini Futures

Number of transactions 17,123,819 11,854,327
Mean 0.282 0.253

Standard deviation 0.045 0.045
Skewness −0.285 −0.065
Kurtosis −0.362 0.423

Jarque-Bera 6843.912 7988.588
Average number of quotes per hour 2945.26 2054.42

Panel B

Correlation coefficient between
regular futures and e-mini futures

Regular futures 0.919 ***
Note: *** denotes statistically significant at 1%.

The analysis of the distribution of the price series shows negative kurtosis for both the
markets, indicating the presence of fat tails. The Jarque-Bera (J-B) test indicates that the mid-
quote series in two markets are not normally distributed. There was significantly higher
trading activity for regular futures, compared to the e-mini futures during the sample
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period. The total number of transactions is higher in regular futures than e-mini futures.
Series are highly correlated (Pearson correlation). Regular futures have a substantially
large number of quotes as compared to e-mini futures

4.2. Futures Positioning Data

The creation of CFTC dates back to 1974. Traders with positions above a certain
level are required to report open interest on a weekly basis. This is to discourage and
prevent collusion and market manipulation. Since 1992, on Friday each week, the positions
data collected on Tuesday of the same week is released.11 The data include open interest,
reportable positions, commercial and non-commercial traders, non-reportable positions,
spreading, changes in commitments from previous reports, percent of open interest and
number of traders.

Reportable positions identified by the CFTC are classified as either “commercial”
(hedger) or “non-commercial” (speculator). All of the trader’s reported futures positions
in a commodity are classified as commercial if the trader uses futures contracts in that
particular commodity for hedging. Mutual funds and corporate pension funds are examples
of some of the types of companies that are classified as hedgers. Commodity trading
advisors (CTA), as a group is an example of a non-commercial or a speculative trader in
the futures market. CFTC also reports third category of position called “Non-reportable
Positions”. The long and short open interest shown as “Non-reportable Positions” is
derived by subtracting total long and short “Reportable Positions” from the total open
interest. Accordingly, for “Non-reportable Positions.” the number of traders involved and
the commercial/non-commercial classification of each trader are unknown. These data
involve firms that are too small to classify hence are ignored for all practical purposes in
this paper.

The CFTC classifies traders as commercial which include banks, hedge funds, mutual
funds, corporate pension funds, currency dealers and nonfinancial corporations.12 The
non-commercial trader forms the more homogenous group, which includes commodity-
trading advisors who are profit driven. CFTC strictly monitors the activities of speculators,
as they are keen to destabilize the market. Some traders classified as hedgers may act as
speculators, but due to the monitoring by the CFTC, these traders have an incentive to be
classified as commercial traders. To ensure that traders are classified with accuracy and
consistency, CFTC staff may exercise judgment in re-classifying a trader if it has additional
information about the trader’s use of the markets.

The table represents summary statistics of CFTC positioning data. Panel A of Table 2
shows the raw average number of long and short contracts for each trader type for the
regular futures contracts. The three columns of Panel B describe the ratio of open interest
for trader type i (commercial, noncommercial, non-reporter) relative to total open interest
of all contracts.

Table 2. Summary statistics of Commodity Futures Trade Commission (CFTC) positioning data.

Panel A

Index Noncommercial Commercial Nonreportable

Regular
futures

Long Short Long Short Long Short

47,226 81,826 117,357 80,561 46,228 48,425

Panel B

Ratio of Trader Type Relative to Total Open Interest across Types

Index Noncommercial Commercial Nonreportable

EUR/USD
Regular
futures

−0.0052 0.0036 −0.0004
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Panel A of Table 2 shows the raw average number of long and short contracts for
each trader type for the regular futures contracts. Unfortunately, there is no availability of
breakdown of trader type positions, for the e-mini futures contracts. Speculators normally
take net short positions on average, while hedgers on an average take a net long position.13

Panel B of Table 2 shows the breakdown of trader type relative to total outstanding positions.
To calculate the net position, we use the normalization method proposed by Schwarz (2011).
The formula to calculate net position is:

qi
t =

longi
t − shorti

t

∑ longj
t + ∑ shortj

t

where
longi

t represents trader type i with long and long positions at time t.
shorti

t represent tradertype i with long and short positions at time t.
J = 1, 2, . . . , 52 represents a weekly time stamp.
According to Schwarz (2011), this normalization will allow for the regression coeffi-

cients will have the same interpretation across all the different types of traders.

5. Results

Table 3 represents information share for the sample period from January to Decem-
ber 2010.

Panel A describes one second sampling mean, median and standard deviation esti-
mates relating to the information share (IS) of the regular and e-mini futures EUR/USD
contract Panel B shows weekly sampling mean median and standard deviation estimates
for 52 weeks. Information shares are computed from the vector error correction model
(VECM) suggested by Hasbrouck (1995).

Table 3. Information shares (IS).

Panel A

Regular Contracts E-Mini Contracts

Lower
Bound Midpoint Upper

Bound
Lower
Bound Midpoint Upper

Bound

Mean 0.394 0.665 0.935 0.188 0.334 0.479
Median 0.463 0.728 0.993 0.264 0.414 0.563

SD 0.063 0.208 0.353 0.072 0.192 0.311

Panel B

Regular Contracts E-Mini Contracts

Lower
Bound Midpoint Upper

Bound
Lower
Bound Midpoint Upper

Bound

Mean 0.345 0.619 0.892 0.172 0.328 0.484
Median 0.459 0.707 0.954 0.248 0.376 0.504

SD 0.052 0.201 0.349 0.065 0.185 0.304

Following the standard practice, Panel A of Table 3 describes one-second sampling
mean, median and standard deviation estimates relating to the information share (IS) of
the regular and e-mini futures EUR/USD contracts. Since the lower and upper bounds
do not provide a single measure of IS, Baillie et al. (2002), Booth et al. (2002) and many
others propose that the mean of the upper and lower bounds is a reasonable estimate of a
market’s information share.

Panel A of Table 3 shows that regular futures contribute for 66.5% to price discovery
whereas e-mini futures account for 33.4% of the price. Panel B shows weekly sampling
mean median and standard deviation estimates. In this case regular futures contribute to
the price discovery by 61.9% whereas e-mini futures contribute 32.8% to price discovery.
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Hence it can be stated that regular futures reflect information more efficiently compared to
e-mini futures for both the intraday interval and the weekly interval.

This is consistent with a large body of literature indicating that the regular futures
markets have several advantages like fewer constraints, lower transaction costs, and the
ease of speculating and hedging guaranteed by the traded instruments, making it an ideal
market for informed investors. These large investors are more likely to be institutional
investors with greater financial, technical and analytical skills. These findings are evident
given the lower trading activity in the e-mini futures market (Table 1) which is consistent
with the notion that a liquid market is also more informative. Moreover, according to
Cabrera et al. (2009), trading in the e-mini futures markets is concentrated among a few
bankers and hence there might not be any informed traders in this market.

Table 4 show the effects of trader’s positions on information share (IS) where infor-
mation share of the regular futures is the dependent variable calculated using the weekly
sampling interval on every Tuesday and is measured by the Hasbrouck (1995) approach.

Independent variables are non-commercial, commercial trader and non-reportable
type position. ln(.) denotes logarithm. The numbers in parentheses are p-values. The
standard errors of the estimates are computed based on the procedure of Newey and West
(1987) to adjust for the presence of heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation in the regression
errors. The symbols ***, ** and * denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively.

Table 4. Effects of trader’s positions on information share.

Dependent Variable: The Relative Contribution to Price Discovery

[1] [2] [3] [4]

Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient

Constant 4.736 ***
(0.000)

3.763 ***
(0.000)

3.635 ***
(0.000)

3.987 ***
(0.000)

Non-com 3.874 **
(0.010) —- 2.764 **

(0.014)
2.976 **
(0.020)

Com 0.765 *
(0.096)

1.763
(0.852) —- 0.635

(0.071) *

Non-rep 1.763
(0.873)

−2.763
(0.765)

1.736
(0.693) —-

Adjusted R2 0.386 0.127 0.189 0.302

Nos 52 52 52 52
Note: ***, ** and * mean 1%, 5% and 10% significance.

Table 4 reports the regression results of IS on the three trader types: speculators,
hedgers and non-reportable traders (small traders). The unrestricted model [1] includes
all the three trader types as explanatory variables while the restricted models [2, 3 and
4] include two of the three trader type variables. In model [1], the logarithm of non-
commercial traders is statistically significant at 5% level of significance and logarithm
of commercial trader type is significant at 10% level of significant. The coefficient of
non-reportable traders is not significant indicating that small traders have small and
insignificant impact on the regular futures information share. The slope coefficient of
non-commercial traders is higher than that of the commercial traders indicating that the IS
of regular futures can be better explained by speculators than hedgers can; specifically, a
1% increase in the trader type position of the non-commercial traders leads to an increase
in the IS by 3.874%. In the restricted models, the coefficient of non-commercial traders is
positive and significant at 5% level of significance, whereas the coefficient of commercial
traders is positive but insignificant. Overall, the results suggest that speculator’s trades
have on average more information content.

Table 5 represents robustness check of information share for the sample period from
January 2010 to December 2010.
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Panel A describes one second sampling mean, median and standard deviation esti-
mates relating to the information share (IS) of the regular and e-mini futures EUR/USD
contract Panel B shows weekly sampling mean median and standard deviation estimates
for 52 weeks. Information shares are computed from the vector error correction model
(VECM) suggested by Gonzalo and Granger (1995).

Table 5. Robustness check of information share: Gonzalo–Granger weights.

Panel A

Regular Contract Price E-Mini Contract Price

Lower
Bound Midpoint Upper

Bound
Lower
Bound Midpoint Upper

Bound

Mean 0.298 0.597 0.896 0.125 0.312 0.498
Median 0.421 0.682 0.942 0.243 0.393 0.543

SD 0.201 0.279 0.356 0.134 0.194 0.253

Panel B

Regular Contract Price E-Mini Contract Price

Lower
Bound Midpoint Lower

Bound Midpoint

Mean 0.374 0.634 0.893 0.163 0.343 0.523
Median 0.465 0.711 0.956 0.294 0.402 0.509

SD 0.198 0.266 0.334 0.129 0.171 0.213

Table 5 shows the estimated price discovery contributions of the two markets; regular
and e-mini EUR/USD futures markets for both one second and weekly sampling intervals.
In Panel A, the common factor weights for one second interval, estimated jointly over all
days by the Gonzalo and Granger (1995) model is 59.7% for regular futures and 31.2% for
e-mini futures. Panel B presents weekly sampling interval and show that common factor
weights for regular futures and e-mini futures is 63.4% and 34.3%, respectively. This is
similar to our initial findings that the regular futures may better capture the IS as compared
to e-mini futures.

Table 6 represents robustness check for the effects of trader’s positions on informa-
tion share (IS) where information share of the regular futures is the dependent variable
calculated using the weekly sampling interval on every Tuesday and is measured by the
Gonzalo and Granger (1995) approach.

Independent variables are non-commercial, commercial and non-reportable trader
type position. Ln denotes logarithm. The numbers in parentheses are p-values. The
standard errors of the estimates are computed based on the procedure of Newey and West
(1987) to adjust for the presence of heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation in the regression
errors. The symbols ***, ** and * denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively.

Table 6 reports the regression results of IS calculated using the Gonzalo and Granger (
1995) method on the three trader types; speculators, hedgers and non-reportable traders
(small traders). Here we find that the coefficient of non-commercial traders is positive and
significant at 5% level of significance, indicating that a 1% increase in the non-commercial
trader type position will lead to a 2.84% increase in IS value of the regular futures contracts.
The coefficient of commercial traders is also positive but not significant collaborating with
the finding that that the IS of regular futures can be better explained by speculators than
hedgers can.
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Table 6. Robustness check: effects of traders’ positions on information share.

Dependent Variable: The Relative Contribution to Price Discovery

[1] [2] [3] [4]

Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient

Constant 3.635 ***
(0.000)

4.722 ***
(0.000)

3.635 ***
(0.000)

3.983
(0.000)

Non-com 2.836 **
(0.012) —- 1.764 **

(0.027)
2.424 **
(0.047)

Com 0.236 *
(0.085)

−2.873
(0.927) —- 1.042 *

(0.057)

Non-rep 2.732
(0.873)

−2.763
(0.765)

2.872
(0.524) —-

Adjusted R2 0.406 0.103 0.195 0.293

Nos 52 52 52 52
Note: ***, ** and * mean 1%, 5% and 10% significance.

6. Conclusions

This study focuses on the investigation of the relative contribution by regular futures
market and e-mini futures market to price discovery in EURO/USD futures market. The
dataset includes high frequency data relative to the year 2010. The estimation of the relative
contribution of each market is done using the information share approach of Hasbrouck
(1995), Gonzalo and Granger (1995). Results show evidence of the dominant role of regular
futures market in the price discovery process visa vie e-mini futures market. On average,
regular futures contributes 66.5% to price discovery in the EURO/USD futures market. This
proves our first hypothesis that that as compared to the e-mini futures market, the regular
futures market contributes significantly to the price discovery in the EUR/USD market.

This study also analyzes the relationship between positioning of different types of
participants (hedgers and speculators) and IS. Both restricted and unrestricted regressions
are considered. We find a positive significant relationship between IS and both the specula-
tive trade position and hedgers trade position. The slope coefficient of non-commercial
trader type is higher relative to the commercial trader type indicating that the IS of regular
futures can be better explained by speculators. This proves our second hypothesis that the
IS of regular futures can be better explained by speculators than hedgers. This is consistent
with Webb and Smith (1994), Wang et al. (1994) and Ates and Wang (2005) conclusion that
liquidity is one of the components that determine the rate of price discovery in the foreign
exchange futures markets. Future studies can be conducted for different time periods or
for different currency markets and exchanges.
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Notes
1 E-mini trading is associated with higher transaction costs for larger trades. Brokerage commissions are charged on a per contract

basis. Hence even if the bid-ask spread is smaller; the total transaction costs per dollar of trading volume will be higher in the
E-mini market. Therefore, the logical conclusion is that E-mini market will be dominated by small investors and the institutional
traders will trade in the lower cost regular futures markets. (Kurov and Lasser 2004).
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2 The data source is “Triennial Central Bank Survey—Report on Global Foreign Exchange Market Activity in 2010” for December
2010 from www.bis.org (accessed on 12 March 2012).

3 The data source is “Triennial Central Bank Survey—Report on Global Foreign Exchange Market Activity in 2010” for December
2010 from www.bis.org (accessed on 15 March 2012).

4 Data source is “Annual volume survey—2010” from Futures Industries Association (FIA) web site http://www.futuresindustry.
org/downloads/Volume-Mar_FI%28R%29.pdf (accessed on 2 March 2012).

5 Data source is from “Semi-Annual Foreign Exchange Volume Survey” from the Foreign Exchange Committee (FXC) website
http://www.newyorkfed.org/fxc/news/ (accessed on 3 March 2012) and CME monthly volume reports.

6 When an individual reportable trader is identified to the Commission, the trader is classified either as “commercial” or “non-
commercial.” All of a trader’s reported futures positions in a commodity are classified as commercial if the trader uses futures
contracts in that particular commodity for hedging as defined in CFTC Regulation 1.3(z), 17 CFR 1.3(z).

7 Noise traders enhance the market liquidity, but make the information discovery process longer. Kyle (1985), Feench and Roll
(1986) present evidence that suggests the influence of noise trading is non-trivial.

8 Crain and Lee (1995) Martens and Kofman (1998) examine the price leadership between Regular futures and FX spot market
for Deutschemark (DM)/USD exchange rate. Rosemberg and Traub (2007) compared currency futures markets from CME for
Deutsche Mark, British Pound, Japanese Yen and Swiss Franc. Chatrath and Song (1998) investigate the intraday reactions in the
yen futures market and spot market.

9 Poskitt (2009) compared GLOBEX and Reuters D3000 in the electronic sterling/dollar exchange while Chen and Gau (2010)
compared CME and EBS for the EUR/USD and JPY/USD exchange rates.

10 Hasbrouck’s approach (1995) has been widely used to access information share: Mizrach and Neely (2008), Forte and Peña (2009),
Poskitt (2009), Cabrera et al. (2009), Chen and Gau (2010), and Frijns et al. (2010).

11 The positions data was collected semi-monthly and monthly before the year 1992.
12 A trader may be classified as a commercial trader in some commodities and as a non-commercial trader in other commodities. A

single trading entity cannot be classified as both a commercial and non-commercial trader in the same commodity. Nonetheless,
a multi-functional organization that has more than one trading entity may have each trading entity classified separately in a
commodity. For example, a financial organization trading in financial futures may have a banking entity whose positions are
classified as commercial and have a separate money-management entity whose positions are classified as non-commercial.

13 Hedgers are long 45 weeks out of 52 weeks in 2010, suggesting that they have a tendency to be buyers.
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